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For surjective, infinite-order differential operators on the space of holomorphic 
functions on a convex domain G other than the entire complex plane, we charac- 
terize when they admit a continuous linear right inverse. The characterization is 
given by a smoothness condition on aG which is phrased in terms of the boundary 
behavior of the Riemann mapping of the unit disc onto G. C? 1992 Academcc 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an open convex set in the complex plane. By A(G) we denote 
the space of all analytic functions on G, which is a Frechet space with the 
compact open topology. Let F(z) = c,mZO ai.& be a nonzero entire function 
of at most order one and finite type. If G #C we even assume that F is of 
minimal type. Then a continuous linear differential operator of infinite 
order is defined by 
L,: A(G) -+ A(G), L,(f)= F u;p. 
j=O 
It is well known that each such an operator is surjective (see Gel’fond [S], 
Korobeinik [7], Epifanov [4]). For G =C, Schwerdtfeger [16] and 
Taylor [ 171 (see also Meise [lo]) proved that for each g E A(G) the 
inhomogeneous equation L,(R( g)) = g has a solution R(g) E ,4(G) which 
depends linearly and continuously on g, that is, L, has a continuous linear 
right inverse R: A(G) -+ A(G). lf G is an open disc, we proved this in [ 111. 
To extend these results, fix an open convex set G # C and an analytic 
univalent function II/ of the open unit disc D onto G. Let h, denote the 
support function of the convex set {1+5(z) 1 Iz( < r} (0 < r < 1). Then we have: 
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THEOREM I. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) Each nonzero differential operator L, admits a continuous linear 
right, inverse. 
(ii) $’ is bounded. 
(iii) G is bounded and the angular derivatives lim,,.(~(w)-$(z))/ 
(w - z) at z E 8D (which exist as numbers in (C u ( cc } ) \ { 0} ) are uni$ormly 
bounded. 
(iv) The following 2x-periodic function (with values in 10, co]) is 
bounded 
d(0) := lim h,(e) -h,(e) 8ER. 
rfl l-r ’ 
Theorem I is a corollary of the following theorem: 
THEOREM II. The surjective differential operator L, admits a continuous 
linear right inverse if and only if the function d defined in Theorem I is 
bounded on the set of all accumulation points of (-arg(a))+,,(,,=,). 
In view of classical results on the behavior of $ at the boundary of D, 
the conditions of Theorems I and II can be evaluated. In particular, for G 
to belong to the class of open convex sets described by Theorem I, it is 
necessary that G is bounded with boundary of class C’; it is sufficient hat 
the boundary is of class C2. 
To prove Theorem II, note that the surjective operator L, admits a 
continuous linear right inverse if and only if the canonical short exact 
sequence 
O-kerL,c--*A(G)-%A(G)----+O 
splits. If h, is finite on all accumulation points of (-arg(a))(,,,,,=,), a 
result of Napalkov [13] shows that all spaces involved are power series 
spaces of finite type. Hence to decide whether the canonical short exact 
sequence splits, we can apply a criterion of Vogt [19] which is phrased 
in terms of particular (“linear-tame”) continuity estimates for the 
isomorphisms involved. We derive the negative result for unbounded G # C 
from the well known fact that a power series space of infinite type cannot 
be complemented in a power series space of finite type (see Zaharjuta 
I201 1. 
In the first section we fix the notation and recall quantitative versions of 
well known results on the space A(G) and its dual space. The operators L, 
are introduced in the second section. To get control on the continuity 
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estimates, here we give a new proof of Napalkov’s representation of ker L,: 
and of the surjectivity of L,. In Section 3, applying Vogt’s criterion, we 
prove Theorems I and II. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss our characteriza- 
tions and give some examples. 
I thank S. N. Melikhov for drawing my attention to the problem treated 
in this paper and for several hints on the literature. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For standard notations and results on analytic univalent (conformal, 
schlicht) functions we refer to the books of Ahlfors [ 1, 21, Pommerenke 
[14], and Tsuji [18]. 
1.1. Notation. Put D := {z E C 1 (zl < l}. Fix an open convex set G #C 
and an analytic univalent function II/: D -+ G of the open unit disc onto G 
which exists by Riemann’s mapping theorem. Put D, := {z EC 1 IzI < r} for 
0 < r < 1, and G, := $(Dexpc- ,lk, ) for k B 1. Consider the following 
subspaces of A( Gk), the space of all analytic functions on G,, 
A”(G,) := {gEA(Gk)I Islk= sup Ig(w)l < 4 
WEGk 
i ( 
l/2 
A*(GJ := g:EA(G,)llgl,= j lg(w)12h(w) < 00 2 
Gk > i 
where m2 denotes the Lebesgue measure. We define the nuclear Frechet 
space A(G) := proj,, a: A”(G,) which equals proj, _ oc A2(G,), since 
A”(G,) c A’(G,) c A”(G,) are continuously embedded for all n > k >/ 1. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let A = (Q)~~~,,~~ 1 be a matrix of positive numbers 
such that for all n > k > 1 there is some j, EN, with u~,~ <u~,~ for all j 2 j,. 
We put 
l’((uj,,)j) := XECNO( Ixlk= c lXjl a,,,< cc ) 
i icNo 1 
{ ( 1 I 
w 
z2((uj,k),,) := XECNolIXlk= 1 (Ixjl uj,k)2 <O” 9 
ieNo 
and define the FrCchet space I(A) := proj, _ m 1 ‘((u~,~),). If cj uj,Juj.” < 00 
for all n > k 2 1, then r’((aj,,)j) c f2((uj,n)j) c [‘((a,,,),) are continuously 
embedded for all n>k> 1 and hence projk+oo I’((ui.k)l)=projk+m Z*((U~,~),). 
If aj,k = exp( - aj/k) or aj,k = exp(ka,), where CI = (E,)~~~, is a sequence of 
nonnegative numbers with lim,, m czj = cc, then I(A) is called a power 
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series space of finite type or power series space of infinite type and is 
denoted by .4,(a) or A,(a), respectively. 
The following lemma is easy to verify: 
1.3. LEMMA. The map 
B: 4’3 -~o(Wjeivo)> B(g) = ((g4)“’ (O)/!i’). ’ JENO) 
is a linear topologicaI isomorphism. More precisely, for all n > k 2 1 there 
exists C> 0 with: 
(9 IBk)lk<Cl&for allgEA(G), 
cii) IB-‘(x)lk< clxlnfor all xEffo((j)jENo). 
1.4. Notation. Let be (I/ and Gk, k> 1, as in 1.1. We consider the 
subharmonic function 
pk(z) := hk( -0) (z( = sup Re(wz), z = Iz( de E c, 
WE& 
where h, is the support function of the convex set Gk (see Pommerenke 
[14, Proof of Theorem 2.7]), i.e., 
hk(0) := sup Re(we-“), 8ER. 
WEGk 
Since pk is subadditive and positively homogeneous of order one, we have 
By h and h,, we denote the support functions of G and $(D,), respectively 
(O<r< 1). For fixed 19 ER the function [H h,,,(0) = supCER Re($([ei6) eCie) 
is subharmonic on D. Hence the function x H h, (0) is convex for x < 0. 
Since lim, r I h,(8) = h(8), the following limit exists 
d(B) := lim h(e) - hr (0) = lim h(e) - hr (0) = sup h(‘3-h,(@ 
rt1 l-r rt1 -log r o<r<1 -log r 
and defines a lower semicontinuous function d: R + 10, co]. By the usual 
calculus with the number co, d(0) = cc holds trivially whenever h(8) = co. 
1.5. DEFINITION. Put P := (pk)k3 I and for k 2 1 
A” pk := tf--W) I kf-ll k = sup IfH ev( - PM) < ~0 1, 
ZEC 
5 (If( exp( -pk(z)))* dm,(z) . 
C 
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We define A, := ind,, o. AZ, which is a (DFN)-space, i.e., the strong 
dual of a nuclear Frechet space. Note that A; c Apn and A.it c Ap”, are 
continuously embedded for all n > k > 1, hence ind, _ m Ap”k = md, _ 41 Aik. 
By A&, we denote the collection of all entire functions of at most order 
one and minimal type, i.e., 
Ay2, := {F~A(C)lsup IF(z)1 exp(-E(z()< cc for each E>O}. 
ZEC 
Obviously A:,, . A, c A,. 
1.6. Remark. If G is bounded, the functions hk, k >/ 1, converge 
uniformly to the (finite) continuous function h. Hence 
A, = {f~ A(C)) sup j.f(z)l exp( - h(arg(z)) jz( + lzl/k) < 00 for some k >, 1 }. 
zsc 
1.7. PROPOSITION. The Fourier-Bore1 transform 
9(d)(z) := (4, e”>, 4 E A(G)‘, z E C, 
is a linear topological isomorphism of A(G)b=ind,,, A”(G,)’ onto A,,. 
Moreover, with the dual norms 
11411/, :=sup(M(g)l lg~A”(Gd, Igl,G I>, 4~ Am(Gk)‘, k> 1, 
we have for all n>k>, 1: 
0) ll~(4)llk< bAlkfor all SEA”‘, 
(ii) We~‘Wll, < lengW~GJl(2n men,,, -h(Q)) IfIlk for 
allfEAz. 
ProofI To check the estimates, we repeat some parts of the proof of this 
well known result (see, e.g., KrasiEkov-Ternovskii [S, p. 4761). Let k B 1 
and 4 E A”(G,)‘. For all z E C we have 
l~(4)b)l= Id(e~Y 6 I1411kle~zlk= l1411kexp(pk(z)), 
hence lW(4Nk G l1411k. 
Let n > k 2.1 and f~ AZ. Let F(z) := C,“=, f”‘(O)/z’+’ be the Borel- 
transform of f, which is analytic in C\Gk. Let y be an arbitrary convex 
curve in C,\G, which surrounds Gk. Let h, be the support function of the 
interior of y. By Polya’s representation, we have 9(b) = f for 4 E AOO(G,)’ 
defined by 
d(g) := &I F(w) g(w) dw, g E A’=‘(GJ. 
Y 
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For all 0 < 0 < 27r, we have 
F(w)=Pjomf( tee”) exp( - we-“t) dc if Re(we-“) > Irk(e). 
Let w E y. Choosing 0 d 0 < 27c with Re(we-“) = h,(B), we get 
IF(w)/ <joa If(teeie)l exp( -Re(we-“)t) dt 
G llfllk p ew( - (h, W - k&W) dl 
G llfIIk/yEi; (h, (0) - h(W). 
By the definition of 4, we obtain 
IF-‘u-)Wl= l4(g)l 
< length(y) 27r min,,,(h,(B) - Irk(@) “f”k’g’fl’ gEA”(G,). 
2. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS OF INFINITE ORDER 
2.1. Notation. For the sequel fix FEA~,,\{O}, F(z)=~jooOaiz! We use 
the notations of the previous section. 
2.2. LEMMA. A continuous linear operator is defined by 
L,: A(G) -+ A(G), L,(g) := z ajgCi). 
j=O 
The series converges absolutely. More precisely, for all n > k 2 1 there is 
C>O with 
lLFk)lk d Clgl,, gEA(G). 
Proof To check the estimates, we give a brief proof of the well known 
fact. Let n > k 2 1. Put E := dist(G,, aG,)/2. Since FE A:,,, there is C> 0 
with 
(aJ < c&j/j’ ., jENo. 
Let g E A(G). By Cauchy’s integral formula, we get for all w E G, and all 
jEN0 
I g”‘(w)1 G 
j! length(aG,) 
211 dist ( Gk, aG,,)j+ ’ lgl,* 
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Hence we obtain 
2.3. PROPOSITION. There exists a neighborhood 9’ c C of the zeros of F 
with the following property. For all n > k > 1 and E > 0 there exists C > 0 
such that 
(i) IF(z)\ >, (l/C) exp( --E(z() for all ZE C\9’, 
(ii) swEs ~k(z)Ginf,.. p,(z) + C for each component S of Y, 
(iii) n(S)< E inf;,, (z[ + C for each component S of Y, where n(S) 
denotes the number of zeros of F in S (counted with respect to multiplicities). 
Proof Since F is a function of completely regular growth (see Levin [9, 
Chap. III, Sect. 4]), from [9, Chap. III, proof of Lemma 21, we can deduce 
(see also [ 11, Lemmas 11 and 121) that there exists Y which is the union 
of infinitely many discs with the property: For all E > 0 there is C > 0 such 
that (i) holds and 
(ii)’ s~p~,~~~lz-~I <zinf,., (~1 + C for each component S of Y. 
Since FEAT,,, ( iii follows from (ii)’ and from Jensen’s formula. Since ) 
each pk satisfies a Lipschitz condition (see 1.4), (ii)’ implies (ii). 
2.4. COROLLARY. The multiplication operator 
M,:Ap--,Ap, M/(f) := P’f 
is a linear topological isomorphism onto FA, = ind, _ ,(A: n FA,). More 
precisely, for all n > k > 1 there is C > 0 with 
llflln G CllMAf)llk, fe A,. 
Proof FA, is closed in A,. One has to show that in A, one can divide 
by F, i.e., if gE A, and f := g/FE A(C) then fe A,. To get this, as 
Berenstein and Taylor [3, Proposition 31 we apply the maximum principle 
to f restricted to the components S of the set Y of Proposition 2.3. The 
proof gives the estimates postulated above. 
2.5. PROPOSITION. LF is surjective. More precisely, for all n > k 3 1 there 
is C > 0 with 
W lhlk I h E A(G), L,(h) = s> < CIA,, gE A(G). 
Proof As it has been mentioned above, the surjectivity of L, is well 
known (see Korobeinik [7] and Epifanov [4]). To check the desired 
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estimates, we repeat some duality theory adapted to the present situation. 
If we identify A(G)’ with A, according to Proposition 1.7, then Lk=M,. 
More precisely 
~(Lb(b))(z) = (4oL,)(e”) = F(z) s(#)(z), #EA(G)‘, ZEC. 
In the sequel, we always identify (ind, Ek)’ with proj, E;. 
Let gEA(G)=proj,A2(Gk)=projkA2(G,)” and put y:=goF-‘E 
proj, A::. By Proposition 1.7 and Definition 1.5, for all n > k, 2 1 there 
exists C1 > 0 not depending on g with Jylk, < C,(gJ,, where the first norm 
is the dual norm in AZ:,. Let M;’ denote the map 
M;‘: ind(Air n FA,) 4 ind Ap’,, 
k k 
g t-, glE 
and put 7 := y 0 M; ’ E proj,(Al n FA,)‘. By Corollary 2.4 and Defini- 
tion 1.5, for all k, > k,> 1 there exists C2 >O not depending on g with 
blk, G chlk,- Note that by the Hahn-Banach theorem, the restriction 
map I’: projk Ai: -+ proj,(Az, n FA,)’ is locally surjective, i.e., the map 
1:: Ai;+ (A& nFA& Hk- Hk IA;knFApT is surjective for each k 2 1. Since 
for all m> I> 1 the space AE,/(Ai,n FAp)c Aim/(Ajmn FA,) is con- 
tinuously embedded and is reflexive, ker z; = (Aim/(Ajm n FAP))’ is dense 
in ker 1: = (Aj,/(Ai, n IrAP))’ (under the canonical map). Hence by (the 
proof of) the Mittag-Leffler lemma (see, e.g., Komatsu [6, Lemma 1.3]), 
for each k2 > k3 B 1 there exist C3 > 0 and u E proj, AX with q 0 1 = z’(q) = 
y”= YOM;‘, i.e., qoMF= y, and (qlkj< C,(T(,,. By Proposition 1.7 and by 
1.1, for each k3 > k > 1 there is C, > 0 not depending on q such that for 
h:=~~~~projkA2(Gk)“=projkA2(Gk)=A(G), we get lhlk<C4J~Jk,. 
Then L,(h) = 9’(FL&P -I)’ (q) = ~‘M~(II) = F”l’(y) = g. If we put all the 
estimates together, the proof is finished. 
We repeat some definitions from Vogt [19]. 
2.6. DEFINITION. Let E and F be Frechet spaces with fixed fundamental 
systems of seminorms which will both be denoted by (1 (k)k,, . Let 
A: E -+ F be a continuous linear map. Put 
GA(k) := inf{n 2 1 I su;, lAx[k < co >, k> 1. 
A is called linearly tame (tame) if there are C > 1 (C = 1) and m > 0 with 
a,(k)<Ck+m for all k>l. 
A short exact sequence 0 - F--i G -% E + 0 of Frechet spaces, 
each equipped with a fixed fundamental system of seminorms, is called 
linear-tame exact (tame exact) if the canonical maps j: F4 ker q, 
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S: G/ker q -+ E, and their inverses are linearly tame (tame) maps (ker q 
and G/ker q are equipped with the subspace and quotient seminorms, 
respectively). 
2.1. Remark. By Propositions 2.2 and 2.5, the short exact sequence 
O-kerL,C--,A(G)AA(G)-0 
is tame exact if A(G) is equipped with one of the systems of seminorms 
of 1.1. 
2.8. NOTATION. To simplify the notation, from now on, let the function 
F have infinitely many zeros. Otherwise F is a polynomial and ker L, has 
finite dimension, hence L, admits a continuous linear right inverse. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let (ai)jeN be the zeros of F counted with respect to 
their multiplicities. Then there is a linear topological isomorphism 
~:A,If’Ap=kind, Az/(Az n FA,) + fl$ 12((exp( -p,(ai))),), 
where for k 2 1 
.- 
.- {XECNl IIXll/c=( f  (Ix,1 eXp(-p~(aj)))')"*~~]. 
j=l 
We have the following estimates. For all n > k 3 1 there exists C > 0 with 
(i) l(P(f+FAP)l(.dC((f+FAp((k=:inf,..~,.,,(lf+gl(, for all 
fE:A,, 
(ii) lip-'(x)ll,Q Cllxll,fir ali xEinG+, 12((exp(-pdaj)))j). 
Proof. Although the first part of the assertion can be found in 
Napalkov [ 133, to check the postulated estimates, we give another proof 
which is more modeled on the proof of Meise [lo, Theorem 3.71. For F 
and Y as in Proposition 2.3, put 
q(z) := maxi SUP hW(w)l, SUP (-loglF(w)l), O}, ZEC, 
Id s lzl lwl 6 I4 w $9 
and qk := kq(kz), ZE C, k 2 1. Then for all k > 1, we have q,Jz) = o(jzj), 
(z( -+ co. By the definition of q, we have IFI <exp q, and the set 
S,(F) := {z E C I IF( < w( -q(z))} is contained in Y. Hence we may 
assume that 9’ = S,(F). Thus by Berenstein and Taylor [3, p. 1203, there 
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are I, Cal, and XEC”(C) with Odx<l, Supp(~)cS,(F), x(S,,(F)=~, 
and [ 8x1 d C exp qr. Having in mind that for all m 2 1 and all n > k k 1 
there is D > 0 with qm + pk <p,, + D, the proof of Meise [ 10, Theorem 3.73, 
gives the first part of the assertion. Checking Meise’s proof, in view of 
Proposition 2.3(iii), we also get the desired estimates. A more detailed 
proof is given in [12]. 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Let (ai)jcN be the zeros of F counted with respect to 
their multiplicities. Then there is a linear topological isomorphism 
A: ker LF -+ 4(exp(pk(aj))),, N,k r 1) 
with the follawing estimates. For all n > k 2 1 there exists C> 0 with 
0) Mg)lk<Clgl.for allgEkerL,, 
(ii) lA-‘(x)lk~Wl,for all xE~((exP(Pk(aj)))jEN,k~,). 
Proof: We switch to the Hilbert norms. By Definition 1.5, also the map 
satisfies the assertion of Proposition 2.9. Let W, denote ker L, endowed 
with the norm of A*(G,), let K denote its closure in A*(G,) (k> 1). Since 
A*(G,) is reflexive, by Proposition 1.7 and Definition 1.2, we have the 
canonical identities 
ker L, = proj, W, = proj, W, = proj,( W:)’ 
(9-l)’ 
z proj,(djk n FA,)’ = proj,(AiJ(Ai, n FA,))’ 
(P-‘)’ 
Checking the estimates, we get the desired result. 
2.11. Remark. If G is bounded then the space ker LF of Proposi- 
tion 2.10 is a power series space of finite type. If G #C is unbounded and 
such that dG has asymptotes for [ -+ co (i.e., { 0 E R (h(8) < CL) } is a closed 
set) then, using the trigonometrical convexity of the functions h,, k 2 1, 
one can show that ker L, is a “power space” in the sense of Zaharjuta 
c21 I. 
3. CONTINUOUS LINEAR RIGHT INVERSES 
3.1. THEOREM. Let G # C be an open convex set in the complex plane. 
Let h and h,, 0 <r < 1, be as in 1.4. Let FE A:=,, I;# 0. The surjective 
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differential operator L, on A(G) admits a continuous linear right inverse tf 
and only if there is C > 0 with 
d(-8) .=,mh(-e)-hr(-e)<C 
rt1 l-r ’ 
for all accumulation points f3 of (arg(a))(,,n,,,Oj. 
Proof. For the proof, we assume that F has the zeros (aj)is,, counted 
with respect to their multiplicities. Let Hc [ -rc, n] denote the set of all 
accumulation points of (arg(aj))jcN. We consider two cases. 
I. h( -8) < cc for all 0~ H. Since lim,,, dist(arg(a,), H) =O, for 
each j E N we can choose 0, E H with larg(aj) - f3,j -+ 0 (j -+ co). Since h ) ~ H 
is continuous (see, e.g., Rockafellar [15, Theorem 10.2]), by Dini’s 
theorem, the functions h,, k EN, converge to h uniformly on -H. Hence 
for each k 3 1 there is n > k with 
hk(-6j)<h(-fIj)-l/n and h( -0,) - l/k d h,,( - 0,), j E N. 
Hence a diagonal transform D: A((exp(hJ - ej) (aj( )),,k) + A,( ( ja.jl )j) is 
defined by 
By the choice of e,, Jo N, and since each function h, is uniformly 
continuous, for each k >, 1 and E > 0 there is j, E N such that 
-E d hk( - O,,) - hk( - arg(aj)) d E, .i>,&. 
Hence id: A((exp pk(aj))j,k) -+ Il((exp(h,( -0,) jajl))j,k) and its inverse are 
tame in the sense of Definition 2.6. 
By Remark 2.7, Lemma 1.3, and Proposition 2.10, we get the following 
commutative diagram with exact rows: 
o- ker L, - A(G) L A(G) - 0 
i 
A 
i 
B B 
I 
O---+ 4(ewM;ej) lql))j,,)- 4d(j),) - nO((j)j) - O 
I 
II 
II I/ 
o- ~cd(lajl )j) L AdWj) y ffo(Wj) - 0. 
By Remark 2.7, the first exact sequence is tame exact. By Lemma 1.3 and 
Proposition 2.10, the maps A and B and their inverses are tame. Thus also 
the second exact sequence is tame exact. By a result of Dubinsky (see Vogt 
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[19, Theorem 2.3]), the map z is linearly tame (that is, D-i is linearly 
tame). Hence the third exact sequence is linear-tamely exact if and only if 
2 -l: ker q + &((i)j) is linearly tame, or which is the same if and only if D 
is linearly tame. Now, D is linearly tame if and only if there exist CB 1 and 
k0 2 1 such that for each k > k,, there exists Ck > 0 such that for all j E N 
4 -ej, lql - bjllk = loglWq)l, 
~log(Cklejlck) 
=l”g Ck+hCk(-ej) lajl, 
where (ei)jcN is the standard basis of the sequence space. By Vogt [19, 
Theorem 5.11, q (or L,) admits a continuous linear right inverse if and 
only if the exact sequence in the last row of the diagram above is linear- 
tamely exact, that is, by the preceding estimate if and only if there exist 
C > 0 and k, > 1 such that for each k 2 k. 
k lim sup (h( - ei) - hk( - 0,)) < C. 
j-co 
(1) 
If (1) holds, then by the continuity of the support functions, we get 
d(-8)= lim k(h(-8)-h,(-O))<C 
k-ice (2) 
for all 6 E H. If vice versa (2) is fulfilled, then (1) is valid, since 
lim,,, k(h - hk) = sup,, 1 k(h - h,J by 1.4. 
II. Assume now that there is OE H with h( -0) = co, say 
8=lim,,, arg(aj,). Then the sequence space representation of ker L, 
shows that ker L, contains a complemented subspace which is isomorphic 
to the space n((exp ~~(a~,)),,~). Since lim, _ to hk( -0) = co, by the con- 
tinuity of the functions hk, k E N, we see that this is the power series space 
/i ,( ( laj,l),sN) of infinite type. Then LF does not admit a continuous linear 
right inverse, since a power series space of infinite type cannot be com- 
pleted in the power series space A(G) of finite type (see Zaharjuta [20, 
Corollaries 3 and 51). On the other hand, d( - 6) = co. 
3.2. Remark. Let G c C, G # C, be open and convex. If G is bounded 
or unbounded but not a strip, then the boundary of G consists of a Jordan 
curve or one infinite Jordan arc, respectively. Hence by a theorem of 
Caratheodory (see Pommerenke [ 14, Theorem 9.9]), the univalent func- 
tion $ extends to a homeomorphism D --f G where the closure is taken in 
the Riemannian sphere e. If G is a strip this extension is still locally a 
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homeomorphism. If ZE 8D with $(z) # co, then for every Stolz angle 
A = {ulEDIlarg(l -Zw)( <n/2-6) (0<6<7(/2) at z the limit 
lim $(w) - 9(z) 
M’ - z w-z 
M’E A 
exists as a number in (Cu {co})\{O} an is called the angular derivative d 
of $ at z. 
Proof. By the convexity of G, we may assume that z = 1, $(z) = 0, and 
that Re $(w) < 0 for all w E D. Note that f(c) = ([ + l)/(< - 1) maps the left 
half plane conformally onto the unit disc. By Caratheodory’s theorem on 
the angular derivative (see Ahlfors [l, Theorem 1.51) for the function 
4 = fo II/: D + D and each Stolz angle A at 1 the limit 
lim 4(w) - 4 1) 
W-r1 w- 1 w E A 
exists as a number in 10, co]. Since 
4(w) - d(1) =fW(w)) -f(O) NW) - $41) 
w-l *(WI w-l 
and lim.., l(f(tj(w)) -f(O))/+(w) =f’(O) # 0, the assertion follows. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let G # C be convex and open. Let 8~: R and IzJ = 1 be 
given with h(B) = Re($(z) eeis). Then 
d(B) = lim inf ReW(4 - ti(w)) e-? ~ lim W) - ICl(rz) 
IdTl l-14 rT1 z-rz ’ 
Hence d(B) < co if the angular derivative of + at z is finite. 
3.4. LEMMA. For each open convex set G # C, the following assertions 
are equivalent : 
(i) The function d(8) = lim,r , (h(B) - h,(0))/( 1 - r), 6~ R, is 
bounded. 
(ii) II/’ is bounded. 
(iii) G is bounded and the angular derivatives lim,,,(+(w)- e(z))/ 
(w - z) at z E 8D (which exist as numbers in (C u ( cc } )\ { 0} ) are unifomly 
bounded. 
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ProoJ First let G be bounded. 
(i) * (ii). By 1.4 and by (i), 
h(e) - h,(e) 
SUP 
O<r<l l-r 
1 
h(B) -h,(8) -log r 
= max sup 
l/Z<r-c 1 -log r l-r ’ Sup 
44 -k(e) 
o<r<yz l-r 
<max{d(W, WV@ - ~1~2(~))} < C, 
for all t?ER, and thus 
h(e) Q h,(e) + c(1 - r), BER, O<r<l, 
with a constant C > 0 not depending on r or 8. Since h, + C( 1 - r) is the 
suPP 
and 
For 
Irt function of $(6,) + CB, --r, this gives 
Gc$(D,)+CD,_,, O<r<l, 
dist(w, @(D,)) < C(1 -r), O<r<l, WE~G. 
ZJ = r < 1, let w be the intersection of 8G and the outer normal of 
@(or) at I/(Z). Then 
dist($(z), 8G) ,< j+(z) - WJ = dist(w, +(O,)) < C( 1 - 1~1). 
By the classical distortion theorem for univalent functions (see Pom- 
merenke [14, Corollary 1.4]), we have 
IIcI’(z)I G 4 dist(W), W/(1 - I4 ), ZED, 
hence 
I$‘(z)l d 4C, ZED. 
(ii) + (iii). This follows from Remark 3.2 and from the identity 
WI - $(w) l = I,V(W + (z- w) t) dt, 
z-w I 
IZI = 1, lw1 < 1. o 
(iii) * (i). Lemma 3.3. 
If G #C is not bounded, it is easy to see that all the conditions are 
violated. 
3.5. THEOREM. For each open convex set ti # C, the jbllowing assertions 
are equivalent (see 1.1 and 1.4): 
(i) Each nonzero differential operator L, on A(G) (FE A:‘,) admits a 
continuous linear right inverse. 
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(ii) The function d(B)=lim,r,(h(B)-h,(B))/(l -r), OER, is bounded. 
(iii) t,Y is bounded. 
(iv) G is bounded and the angular derivatives of $I at z E aD are 
untformly bounded. 
Proof: (i) * (ii). Choose a sequence (aj)jtN in C \ { 0} such that 
( arg(aj) 1 j E N} is dense in [0,271] and such that the associated product 
F(z) = n,F= I (1 - z/aj) is a function in A:=, . By the hypothesis, L, admits a 
continuous linear right inverse. Hence (ii) follows from Theorem 3.1. 
(ii) * (i). Theorem 3.1. 
(ii) 0 (iii) 0 (iv). Lemma 3.4. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let G # C be open and convex. Then there are non- 
trivial differential operators L, (i.e., FE A:*, is no polynomial, i.e., F# 0 and 
has infinitely many zeros) which admit a continuous linear right inverse. In 
other words (in view of Theorem 3.1), for each G # C open and convex there 
is 0 < 9 < 2n with d(8) < 00. Furthermore, if (and only if) the set of these 0 
is finite, then G is a polyhedral convex set (see Example 4.4). 
Proof. Since II/ has a finite angular derivative on a dense subset of aD 
(see Pommerenke [14, Theorem 10.7]), the assertion follows from 
Lemma 3.3, Theorem 3.1, and geometrical considerations. 
3.7. Remark. Let G be a bounded convex domain in C which contains 
the origin. Then the subharmonic function p(z) := h( -arg(z)) 121, zE C, is 
nonnegative. With the notations of [ll] we have A,,(C) = A, and 
A:(C) = A:=,. If (and only if) $’ is not bounded, then by Theorem 3.4, there 
is FE A;(C) such that FA,,(C) is not complemented in A,,,(C). Since 
A, ,(C)b r A(G) 2 A,,( (JjcNO), this shows that Theorem 21 of [ 11) has no 
extension to nonradial weight functions p. Note however (with the notation 
of [ll]) that the algebras A,(C) all equal {fe A(C)ls~p~,,lf(z)l 
exp( - klzl) < cc for some k E N} as topological vector spaces. 
4. EXAMPLES 
Let A be a closed subset of [ - rr, n], and let G # C be open and convex. 
Although the function d may change if we switch to another analytic 
univalent function $: D -+ G, of course, the property whether d is bounded 
on A does not change. In fact, whether dl A is bounded, is even a local 
property of aG in the following sense: 
4.1. PR~~O~ITI~N. Let G, G be proper open convex sets in C. Let II/, d, 
h, and 7, a, g be as in 1.1 and 1.4 associated with G and G, respectively. Let 
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A be a closed subset of [ - 7c, x] with the following property: If E is the set 
of support points of the support lines {[EC) Re([e-“) = h(8)) for G, 0 E A, 
i.e., 
E:= {[E8GIRe([e-‘e)=h(B)for some OEA} 
and if E is defined analogously for G, we assume that E = .!?, that E is 
bounded, and that there is an open neighborhood U of E = E in C with 
U n 8G = U n a(? (in particular, then hJ ,,, = El A). 
Then d ( A is bounded if and only if al A is bounded. 
ProoJ Note that E is closed since A is closed. We consider the analytic 
function 
which has the property that I+(w)1 + 1 if and only if JwI -+ 1. By the reflec- 
tion principle (see Ahlfors [2, Chap. 4, 6.5, and Chap. 6, 1.3]), 4 has an 
analytic extension to a neighborhood of I,-‘( U n aG). Since E is compact, 
there is a neighborhood V of $-l(E) on which 4’ is bounded. We may 
assume that the line segment [w, w/l WI] is contained in V for all w E V. 
Hence there is C > 0 such that for all w E V 
1 - Mw)l d I4(wllwl) - 4(w)l G sup l$w)l IWIIWI - WI = C(l- IN 1. 
ZE v 
Let 8 E A and c E E with h(B) = Re([e-“). If lim,, o. Re(([ - +(w,)) epis) 
= 0 for a sequence (w,),,~ in D with lim, --t o. Iw,( = 1, passing to a 
subsequence we may assume that lim, ~ o. $(w,) E E. Since E is compact, 
+(w,) E U n G for almost all n E N. We get from Lemma 3.3 
d(e) = lim inf W5 - Ii/(w)) ewie) 
IWIT’ l-14 
= lim inf Re((5 - $(w)) ebie) 
IWI t 1 l-14 
we+-‘(UnG) 
<C lim inf Re((i - i&(w)) e-“1 
I4 t 1 1 - Id( 
we,-‘(UnG) 
= C lim inf 
Re(([ - $(KJ)) epi”) 
IBI t 1 1- 1%) 
o.p’(UnC) 
= dif(e). 
Changing the roles of $ and 3 we get the estimate to the other side. 
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4.2. EXAMPLE. Let the open convex set G c C, G # C, be contained in 
the upper half plane Im(c) > 0. Assume that there is a neighborhood U of 
the origin such that 
where 4: [0, co [ -+ R is a nonnegative nondecreasing convex function with 
4(O) = 0. Then d( -7c/2) -=z cc if and only if ji b(t)/?* dt < rx) for some 6 > 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, we may assume that G is symmetric with 
respect to the imaginary axis. Then we can choose the analytic univalent 
function $:D+G of 1.1 such that II/(-Rez+iImz)=-Re$(z)+ 
iIm I/J(Z), ZED (see, e.g., Pommerenke [14, Sect. 1.1)). Hence by the 
symmetry of the convex level sets $(D,), 0 < r < 1, we get from Lemma 3.3 
that d( -n/2) and the radial (hence angular) derivative of I(/ at - i coincide 
(see Pommerenke [14, Theorem 10.51). By Tsuji [ 18, Theorem 1X.10]), 
this angular derivative is finite if and only if Si #(t)/t* dt < 00 for some 
6 > 0. (This theorem does not apply if the origin is a corner point of 8G: 
however, in this case the angular derivative as well as the integral is infinite 
for all choices of 6 > 0; see Example 4.3). 
4.3. EXAMPLE. Let G c C, G # C, be open and convex. Assume that dG 
has a corner point i of angle cot (a < 1 ), i.e., there exist 0 < 0, - 8, = art 
with Re(&-“l) = /z(e,), j= 1, 2, and 
Gc {wECJRe(we-‘@~)<h(0,),j= 1, 2}, 
and this cone is the smallest one with this property. Then d(8) = cc for all 
e,<o<o,. 
Proof. Let ZE 8D with 1+9(z) = <. It is well known (for example, by 
Pommerenke [14, Theorem 10.61, and comparison with the mapping 
for the cone) that lim,,,Z~($(z)-y?(~))/(~-w)~=co. Hence for each 
8, < 0 < 6*, we get by Lemma 3.3 
d(o) = lim inf WW) - ~‘49) epcs) 
w-i l- (WI 
, lim inf ReWtz) - NW)) 6 
/ 
w-i Iz - WI 
> sin o! lim inf Ye) - $(w) = Go 9 w-z z-w 
where a=min{8-8,,8,-0}>0. 
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4.4. EXAMPLE. Let -rr<8, < . . . ~0, <r-c and h,,, . . . . h,“ER (HEN). 
Assume that the polyhedral convex set 
G:= {iEC(Re([e-isk)<h,,, 1 <k<‘n} 
is nonvoid. Then 
d(B) = 
finite if 8=ek for some 1 dk<n 
co if -z<‘~<x and 8#ek for all 1 <k<n. 
By Theorem 3.1, for each FE A:,, \ { 0} the differential operator 
L,: A(G) --f A(G) admits a continuous linear right inverse if and only if the 
set of all accumulation points of (arg(a))t,,,,,,,) is contained in the finite 
set (-f?,( 1 <k<n} (modulo 271). 
Proof: Since $ has a finite angular derivative at z E dD if t,b(z) is in the 
interior of a face of JG, from Lemma 3.3, we get that d(0,) < 03, 1 <k < n. 
Let -K < 6’ < K and 0 # ok for all 1 <k < n. If h(0) < cc, from Example 4.3, 
we get that d(0) = co. If h(B) = cc, it is trivial that d(0) = co. 
4.5. EXAMPLE. There are classical results which give sufficient condi- 
tions on the geometry of aG for $’ to be bounded (see, e.g., Pommerenke 
[14, Theorem 10.21). For example, if the bounded open convex set G has 
a boundary of class C2 or if 
G= {zEC( (Re(z)(“+ (Im(z) l}, @G B> 4 
the derivative of IJ is bounded. Hence by Theorem 3.4, each nonzero 
differential operator L, on A(G) (FE A:,,) admits a continuous linear right 
inverse. 
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